
10:00-10:35 WOOFSTER WORDS 
 
GOAL:  WHAT CAMPERS WILL LEARN 

 Increase vocabulary knowledge 
 Learn about the purpose of a dictionary 
 Create a picture dictionary to take-home and share with family 

members 
 
WHAT YOU NEED 

 The Woofster Game Clip 
 8 images with words for picture dictionary – fog,  rope, quicksand, 

map of the world, desert, jungle, panda, kangaroo  – a set for each 
child and one set for teacher  

 Cover page for dictionary featuring Woofster and Super Why and a 
blank line for child’s name 

 Black board, dry erase board, or chart paper 
 Stapler 
 Black board, dry erase board, or chart paper 
 Crayons (not markers, they will bleed through pages) 
 A completed dictionary to show students  
 A real children’s dictionary (optional) 
 INSTRUCTOR’S ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS & SCRIPT 

 
 

SET UP FOR ACTIVITY 
 Have Woofster Game Clip ready 
 Hand out the eight pages from the dictionary to each child  
 Pass out glue sticks, crayons and pages (LEVEL 2&3)/books (LEVEL  

1) for each table 
 Have children sit in a semicircle around instructor 
 Find part in INSTRUCTOR’S ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS & SCRIPT that 

applies to this activity 
 
ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS 
 

1) Watch the Woofster Game Clip together. 
 
2) Show campers a real children’s dictionary and explain the purpose 

of a dictionary.  Show campers a model of a completed picture 
dictionary.  Show campers pictures and words on each page. 

 
3) Pass out the pictures to each child. 



 
4) Read one of the words and allow campers to find the picture that 

matches the definition.  These should be in alphabetical order. 
(desert, fog, jungle, kangaroo, map, panda, quicksand, rope) 

 
 

SKILL LEVEL OPTIONS 
 
Level 1:  Instructor says a word, defines it and then asks the campers to 
find the matching picture 
 
Level 2: Instructor says a word and then asks the campers to define it 
themselves and then find the picture. 
 
Level 3:  Instructor says a word, the campers have to find the matching 
picture and use the word in a sentence. 

 
 

5) Have the children color in that page 
 
6) When all eight pictures have been colored in, staple the books 

together with the images in order and the cover on top. 
 

7) Have campers describe the characters on the front of the page.  
Talk about Super Why and his dog Woofster.  Discuss Woofster’s 
power.  Instruct campers to color in the cover.  Help campers write 
their names.  
 

8) When the book is complete, go through and show campers how 
the words are in alphabetical order.  Be sure an alphabet is posted 
so campers can see that the first word, desert, begins with d, which 
comes before the other beginning letters in the alphabet.    

 
 

DEMONSTRATE 
 

Instructor:  Hold up a picture of Woofster.  Does anyone know who 
this is?   
Campers:  That’s Woofster! 
Instructor:  Wooftastic! This is Woofster, Super Why’s dog.  He has a 
special power called Dictionary Power.  Does anyone know what a 
dictionary is? 
Campers:  Prompt and encourage answers – many children may 
refer to them as “books” others will not know anything about them 



Instructor:  There are many different dictionaries; this one is a picture 
dictionary.  It shows you pictures and tells you what words mean.  If 
you are reading or listening to a story and don’t know what a word 
means, you can look it up in this dictionary to find out. 
 
Hold up your model dictionary.  I made this dictionary myself.  
Today, you are all going to make your own dictionaries using words 
from Super Why’s Around the World Adventure!  You will get to take 
them home and read them to your families! 
You all have 8 pages for your dictionary.  You have words written on 
each page.  I am passing out pictures for your dictionaries.   
Hold up each picture and say its name as you pass it out.  Spread 
out your pictures and your words in front of you.  I am going to say 
one of Woofster’s words and your job is to find the picture that goes 
with that word. 
 

Use leveling instructions here 
 

1st WORD – Fog, A large wet, cloud on the ground  

Campers hold up the picture fog 
Instructor:  Fog!  Wow!  You all have dictionary power! 
Instructor:  Excellent, give yourselves a thumbs up.  Now you need to find 
the page that has the word fog on it.   
Campers:  Hold up page with fog written on it. 
Instructor:  WHAT WODERFUL WORD FINDING!  You have dictionary power!   
Now glue the picture of fog above the word and set this page aside.   
Continue this procedure for all words.  Use leveling as needed for helping 
campers find words. For level 3, encourage the students to use the words 
in a sentence, if they can, they can write the sentence in the space under 
the word in the dictionary. 
 

Definitions: 
1. Fog:  a cloud of small drops of water that is close to the 

ground 
2. Jungle:  a hot, rainy place covered with trees and 

vines, where lots of animals and bugs live 
3. Kangaroo:  a large animal that hops on its two back 

legs and carries a baby in its pouch 
4. Map:  a picture of the world that shows where places 

or things are 



5. Panda:  a large animal with black and white fur that 
looks like a bear 

6. Quicksand:  loose, wet sand that things sink into and 
get stuck 

7. Rope:  A strong, thick string sometimes used for pulling, 
hanging or lifting things. 

8. Desert: A hot, dry sandy area of land  

TRANSITION INSTRUCTIONS:  
 

Instructor:  Dictionaries are always in alphabetical order.  Let’s 
practice out alphabet by singing Alpha Pigs song.  I am going 
to sing the song and skip letters.  I will point to you when it’s 
your turn.  Your job is to say the letter I skipped.  After you sing 
your letter, you can have a seat at the table.  ABC Sing with 
me! 
___, b, c, d, ______, f, g, h, I, j, k, l, _____, n, _______, p, q, ______, 
s t, ______, v, w, ______, y, _____ 
 
You will need to sing the song 2-3 times depending on how 
many children are in the class.  Be sure to skip targeted words 
as much as possible (r, o, p, e, m, a, p, s, u, n) 

 
           CAMPERS: (call out missing letters as you sing)  

 



_________________________’s

Dictionary
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